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Abstract—In artificial intelligence, look-ahead capabilities are
key for successful planning and decision making. Unfortunately,
robots have a limited perception horizon, which is additionally
affected by significant noise. Moreover, the availability of world
models is reduced and mostly limited to partial simulations. As a
result, robots have to deal with unknown and missing knowledge
during task execution, leading to costly re-planning routines. In
literature, approaches to spatial knowledge prediction – beyond
the sensory horizon – assume static environments and repetitive
patterns (e.g. rectangular rooms). However, these assumptions are
unrealistic. Hence, we propose a novel methodology that allows
a robot to represent unknown spatial knowledge in dynamic and
unstructured environments. In particular, we exploit generative
adversarial networks and latent representations to (1) learn a
distribution of spatial landmarks observed during task execution
and to (2) generate missing information in real-time. In this
paper, we describe the proposed approach and the obtained
experimental results.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Spatial knowledge is fundamental to enable successful task
execution in autonomous robots [23, 17], due to their planning
and decision-making requirements. Several approaches assume
that a map of the environment is given, or it can be generated
before the deployment of a robot [9, 4] as a compact representation of its appearance and landmarks. In these cases, planning routines can be easily executed. However, often times this
is not possible and, consequently, robots have to explore the
surrounding environment while completing their tasks. This
is the case, for example, in search and rescue scenarios [13],
door-to-door delivery [14], planetary exploration [18], visual
inspection [1] and mining [16].
In cases where a map, or a model of the world, is unknown
or partially known, the robot has to build its model during
its mission. In this paper, hence, we attack the problem of
enabling an autonomous robot to explore an unknown environment, and represent portion of it not yet perceived through
sensors. Several approaches consider the problem of estimating unknown parts of environment. These methods usually rely
on frontier-based [17, 11] or gain-based [15, 24] techniques.
The former exploit shape and location of frontiers, while the

latter reason about the expected information gain of visiting
a given area. Only few contributions attempt to explicitly
reconstruct the portion of the environment not (yet) observable
by the robot, either with pre-trained models [19, 2], spoken
instructions [6], or structure prediction, based on geometric
features [3]. These methods require a pre-trained model of the
world that tells the robot how to classify the environment and
the expected structure. However, such approaches are often
inaccurate and hardly generalize to dynamic environment.
In this paper, we extend and improve a previous formalization of GUES S [20] to enable a robot to guess the
structure of the environment visited by the robot. GUES S
is designed to refine and improve map prediction during the
robot operation, by relying upon a Variational AutoEncoder
(VAE) [12] paired with a Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN) [8]. The VAE is used to learn a latent representation
of the structure of the environment, while the GAN is used
to generate expected future observations in the form of latent
features. Then the VAE decoder collects such samples and
reconstruct the generated observation to the original feature
representation.
Our ultimate goal is to provide a robot with the ability to
represent portions of the world beyond its sensory horizon, in
order to support reasoning in partially known environments. In
this paper, we describe our approach, and we demonstrate how
it can be used to predict laser scans of a mobile robot. Our
contribution is to extend our novel approach and to improve
its prediction accuracy in inferring missing knowledge.
II. GUES S
GUES S is a deep iterative algorithm based on variational
autoencoding [12] and adversarial generative learning [8]. In
this contribution we improve the GUES S [20] architecture and
its accuracy in generating future observations. However, we
preserve the most desirable feature of being agnostic with
respect to the type of data and the application of deployment. In particular, we evaluate the GUES S architecture in
inferring spatial knowledge modeled through 2D laser scans.
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of GUES S are trained and then we describe its algorithmic
steps.
A. Algorithm Overview

Fig. 1.
GUES S system scheme. Data is collected through the robot
sensor (red arrow) and given to the system. The VAE is refined to generate
latent encodings (orange arrow) paired with velocity commands and collected
afterwards. The concatenated feature vector of encodings and velocities
{z, v} is then fed to the GAN for refinement and data prediction (blue arrow).
The generated latent descriptor z 0 is then fed to the decoder to reconstruct a
laser scan which is used to extend the robot sensory horizon.

We configure our algorithm to accumulate lasers scans, while
navigating the environment and to predict laser scans, expected
to be perceived at a given point t0 in the future. The algorithm
assumes no prior knowledge about the environment and it
continuously performs online aggregation [21] of new data
samples to allow the robot to quickly adapt and generalize to
new environments.
To infer missing knowledge not (yet) perceivable through
robot sensors, we exploit generative adversarial learning. It
has been demonstrated that GANs achieve remarkable results
in learning data distributions to generate new samples and/or
completing missing knowledge [5, 10]. However, since they
need to be fed with large datasets and configured with complex networks with high dimensionality inputs and outputs,
GANs cannot be easily deployed in dynamic and real-time
applications. In robotic settings, for example, large datasets
and computational costs are assumptions that cannot always
be satisfied. Thus, in order to exploit the potential of GANs in
robotics, we need to alleviate dimensionality constraints and
network complexity – yet guaranteeing robust performance.
To meet such a compelling requirement, we reduce the dimensionality of the generative network input by learning a
lower-dimensionality latent representation of it. We exploit
an autoencoder [12] to learn the latent – and more compact
– representation of the input data. Specifically, a variational
autoencoder is used to learn the distribution of input data over
the latent space, which allows us to perform sampling directly
in the latent space and to generate batches of inputs of lower
dimensionality to be fed to the generative network.
Operationally, to enable GUES S to evaluate sequences T
of time-correlated inputs xt:t+T (e.g. 2D laser scans) and to
predict a future observation x0 , we substitute raw sensor data
xt:t+T with sequences of their latent representation zt:t+T
that are iteratively learned through variational autoencoding.
This allows for a significant reduction in the dimensionality of
the input, yet preserving an informative representation. In the
following sections, we describe how the two building blocks

In this contribution, we focus on validating the key insights
of the GUES S system, and we evaluate its performance by
implementing it on a mobile robot equipped with a 2D laser
sensor. Fig. 1 summarizes the overall GUES S system. Data
is collected through the robot sensors and fed to the VAE for
encoding. Then, their encoded representation is (1) collected
in a dataset of time-correlated sequences x, z, (2) paired with
velocities commands v, and (3) provided to the generative
network in order to predict z 0 . The predicted latent representation is then fed to the VAE decoder which reconstructs
the laser scan x0 . It is worth remarking that, in our former
formalization [20], the GAN was directly generating the laser
scan x0 . However, with such a configuration the prediction is
too noisy and scattered which limit a practical use. In this
contribution, we improve the GAN predictions by iteratively
performing the following steps. GUES S:
1) initializes the networks, an empty dataset Dataset, and
a buffer Buf f er by collecting sensor readings over
T + T 0 timesteps. T and T 0 are two metaparameters
of the algorithm which determine the length of the
sequences of time-correlated samples, and the time interleave for the next scan prediction x0 . Fig. 2 illustrates the
moving time window that we use to collect new training
samples to train the generator and the discriminator of
the GAN. The robot collects sensor readings x and
velocity commands v over the time interval T + T 0 .
Then, it (1) pairs the first T samples xt:t+T with velocity
vt:t+T commands registered simultaneously, while it
uses the latent representation z 0 of sample x0 at t+T +T 0
to create a reference for the target distribution used to
refine the discriminator. At the next iteration the moving
window is shifted by one step and a new training sample
is collected iteratively. Conversely, we can exploit any
sensor reading to train the variational autoencoder. In
this implementation, we select the laser scan observed
at t + T + T 0 .
2) iteratively drops the first sample of the buffer and append
new sensor readings by shifting the time window;
3) randomly selects a batch of B elements from the dataset.
We randomly sample from a dataset since data coming from the sensor stream is sequentially correlated
and non-i.i.d. Hence, to properly train the networks,
we decorrelate our samples using an experience replay
dataset;

4) updates the variational autoencoder by minimizing the
loss function with the set of random samples x0 and refining the multivariate Gaussian distribution parameters
µ and σ characterizing the latent space. Then, GUES S
uses the updated parameters to generate latent samples z
from the time-correlated minibatch x by sampling from
the latent distribution as in Equation 1;
5) exploits the latent samples z and the registered velocity
commands v as condition to the generative network to
predict the expected sensor reading latent representation
zg0 after T 0 timesteps. The original latent representation
instead, is used as label for the discriminator as a sample
drawn from the target distribution.
6) as in standard adversarial learning, GUES S updates
both the generator and discriminator by applying label
smoothing[22].
7) lastly, it forwards generated latent representation zg0 to
the VAE decoder in order to reconstruct the predicted
future laser scans x0 .
GUES S adopts a variational autoencoder to reduce the
dimensionality of input laser scans x. Differently from standard
autoencoders, VAEs have the desirable feature of learning a
parametric distribution of input data in the latent space. This
is a key requirement for generative models, as it allows for
random sampling in the latent space. By design, VAEs feature
this property by forking the output of a standard encoder
network in two separate layers – representing the mean µ
and standard deviation σ of each feature in the latent space.
Then, the encoder uses a sampler over the posterior probability
distribution qe (z|x), where x is the raw laser scans retrieved
from the mobile platform and z their latent representation.
Each sample z ∼ qe (z|x) from the posterior distribution,
is sampled in accordance with Equation 1 by using the reparameterization trick.
z = µ + [exp(log σ/2)

]

(1)

where  ∼ N (0, I) is drawn from a normal distribution and
is an element-wise product [12].
Then, GUES S exploits generative adversarial learning to
learn a target distribution of data samples and to generate
missing knowledge. GANs are composed by two components
mimicking a zero-sum minimax game – a protagonist and
an antagonist – that are designed to learn data distributions
and to validate samples drawn from such a learned distribution. GUES S, in particular, exploits two deep networks to
implement both the generator G (the protagonist) and the
discriminator D (the antagonist). In our setting, the GAN is
designed to generate a latent observation z’ conditioned over
a sequence of time-correlated inputs z and velocity commands
v and it configures the generator to learn the conditional p.d.f.
z 0 ∼ g(z 0 | z, v).
To this end, GUES S makes use of a stochastic gradient
descent training that, at each iteration, refines the two networks
with a two phase update. More in detail, to train the GAN
GUES S iteratively:

•

•

•

collects b random samples from a dataset to compose
minibatches. In this implementation, each of the b elements is a tuple of time-correlated latent samples z
drawn directly from the latent space of the VAE and
robot velocity commands v registered altogether with
laser scans by matching the robot platform timesteps.
Such a batch is then used to condition the generator
and to output a synthetic sample in the VAE latent space
z 0 ∼ g(z 0 | z, v);
updates both the discriminator and the generator to improve the prediction of sample drawn from the learned
distribution zg ∼ g(zg | z, v);
returns the generated sample zg ∼ g(z) and exploits
the VAE decode and reconstruct a laser scan x0 which is
forwarded to the robot platform.
III. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

In this section we validate the key insights of GUES S
and demonstrate that our approach is feasible and practical in
robotics. We validate GUES S in an indoor office environment
where a robot is tasked to navigate while collecting data in
real-time and refining its predictions iteratively.
A. Setup
Experiments have been configured within ROS melodic,
running on a single Intel Core i7-5700HQ core, with
CPU@2.70GHz and 16GB of RAM. GUES S is configured
to evaluate T = 16 time-correlated sequence in batch of
B = 32 samples, and to predict sensor readings with a
T 0 = 10 interleave. It is important to highlight that, while
GUES S performs inference at each iteration of the systems.
The data collection and model refinement is performed with
a frequency of 1Hz. Hence, in this setup, each 26 seconds a
new training sample is generated, and GUES S predicts laser
scans expected to be perceived after 10 seconds of operation.
The simulated robot platform is equipped with a laser sensor
that emits R = 512 beams and navigates the environment
with a maximum cruise speed of 0.5m/s. Moreover, both the
VAE and GAN have been configured to satisfy dimensionality
constraints, yet showing reliable results.
a) Variational Autoencoder: The encoder and the decoder of the VAE have a dual deep structure composed
by three layers of 512, 128, and 32 neurons respectively –
where R=512 is the dimensionality of the raw laser scan,
and L=32 represents the dimension of the latent encodings.
In fact, GUES S is able to reduce the dimensionality of the
input representation by a factor of 16 (R/L) yet preserving
information. Each layer is fully connected, while activation
layers are configured with leaky ReLUs among hidden layers,
and tanh for the decoder output. The VAE is trained by
minimizing the objective function, with an Adam optimizer
configured with learning rate lr =1e-4.
b) Generative Adversarial Network: . The generator and
discriminator of the GAN architecture have a four layer
structure. The generator is configured to accept T × (L + V )
sequences of time-correlated encodings paired with velocity

(a) VAE encodings

(b) GAN generations

Fig. 3. GUES S training and inference. 3(a) and 3(b) show the performance and generalization capabilities of the two networks after 500 iterations of the
algorithm. In 3(a) the original scans (red) and VAE reconstructed (orange) are reported, while in 3(b) in the original scan (red), its encoding (orange), and
the generation and decoding (blue).

commands – where V is a two features vector reporting the
linear and angular velocity of the non-holonomic platform.
Moreover, the generator is composed by a cascade of three
de-convolutional layers with increasing filters depth of 64, 128
and 512; all layers are activated with leaky ReLUs except for
the output layer which is characterized by a tanh activation.
The discriminator, instead, is composed by four dense fully
connected layers of 512, 128, 32, 1 neurons where the first
three layers are activated by leaky ReLUs and the output
layer by a sigmoid function. Both networks are trained in
an adversarial manner in a zero-sum game, with two Adam
optimizer with lr =1e-4 learning rate for the generator and
lr =1e-4 for the discriminator.

similar. We did not exclude from the visualization overlapping
laser beams in order to display the full generated scans. In
spite of that, the planner will eventually exclude that part
of the generated scan. In the next step of our development
we want to integrate features from the original laser scans as
the GAN target distribution. Such a setting will provide more
information about sharp edges and corners, thus improving
on fidelity of the reconstruction of scans. Overall, it is worth
noticing that Fig. 3 confirms that a more compact – but equally
informative – representation of the input data, can be used as
a surrogate to significantly reduce dimensionality of data and
dimension of the networks of the GAN.

B. Learning Performance

In this paper we improved on a novel architecture to achieve
online training and inference of missing spatial knowledge
for a mobile robot. We configured GUES S to predict 2D
laser scans, and we validated the ability of the architecture
to exploit a learned latent representation of environment. The
experimental evaluation shows the promising prediction errors
achieved both in VAE reconstruction and GAN prediction –
which confirms that online data aggregation does not invalidate
the training. Moreover, the GUES S architecture is agnostic
with respect the observation x – that in this case we instantiate
to laser scans. Hence, it is possible to deploy GUES S to
learn to different data observation types (e.g. laser scans,
RGB images, depth images, point clouds) and have a GUES S
instance for each of them. Nevertheless, the performance of
the approach is still limited, and it has to be further improved
in order to support decision-making. Our ultimate goal is to
extend the robot horizon to predict complete spatial entities
(e.g. rooms, corridors) and to generalize the architecture to
objects in the environment. Finally, several future directions
can be pursued to improve the GUES S performance. For
example, we are evaluating LSTM [7] recurrent networks to
improve predictions of time-correlated samples.

In this experiment a training session is simulated, the system
is randomly initialized and ran for 500 iterations. All components of the system are trained simultaneously as previously
described. Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) show the inference of the
VAE and GAN over samples collected by the robot during its
mission.
Analyzing the performance of the VAE component we
observe a reconstruction error that decreases and reaches ∼
20cm of accuracy already after few minutes of execution. At
the 500th iteration, three different samples are selected from
the robot experience and reported in Fig. 3(a). From the left
to right, samples represent: (1) a corner of a large room, (2) a
small office, and (3) a corridor. The red line represents the
original laser scan x, while the orange line represents the
VAE reconstructed scan x̄. It is worth remarking that the latent
encodings used in this experiment reduce the dimensionality
of the inputted laser scans to L=16 and – as shown in the
figure – yet maintain an informative representation.
Also the learning of the GAN evolves as expected and the
prediction error decreases as expected reaching ∼ 20cm as
in the previous case. Such a result suggests that the GAN
predictions are limited by the encoding capability of the VAE.
This is also confirmed by the samples reported in Fig. 3(b).
From left to right, scans represent (1) a narrow passage, (2)
a corridor and (3) a corner of a large room. It is interesting
to notice that the GAN perfectly learns to generate samples
from the target distribution – which is the latent space of
the VAE. Noticeably, the orange and the blue line are very

IV. C ONCLUSION
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